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WHAT’S ON THE TABLE?
Infrastructure is a top priority for President Joe Biden, so he’s
proposing spending more than $2 trillion to revitalize American
infrastructure.
But infrastructure was also a high priority for the Trump
administration. Just because a president puts down a marker on
a given issue doesn’t mean it’s going to happen.

Is it different this time?
Certainly, the aim of the Biden plan is not only to refurbish
traditional infrastructure, but also to promote energy efficiency
and a modern, connected digital economy.
Here, we'll look at the rationale for such investment. Next time,
we’ll consider the impact of the proposed tax changes and debt
used to finance the spending plan.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT REQUIRED
Public infrastructure spending has been declining for
decades, reaching a low of 2.5% of GDP (gross domestic
product—a measure of a country's total economic output) in
recent years.1 The accompanying graphic shows the decline
in infrastructure spending as a percentage of total federal
spending over time.

Did you know?
The American Society of Civil Engineers has kept a running tally
of the country’s infrastructure needs for decades. The Society
estimates that at current funding levels, we face a $2 trillion
infrastructure spending gap between now and 2025. 2
Economic consultants McKinsey & Co. suggest current
“inadequate infrastructure could account for over $15 trillion
of foregone GDP” through 2040. 3
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There’s a reason multiple presidential administrations have
focused on infrastructure—the U.S. is long overdue
for refurbishment.
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Data from 1/1/1962 to 12/31/2018. Source: Congressional Budget Office.
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MODERNIZING THE ECONOMY
Infrastructure investment can provide a huge potential boost to
growth, worker productivity and corporate earnings.
There’s a link to Wall Street—corporate earnings growth (and the
ability to translate earnings to cash flows) provides the most
direct translation to stock market returns.
Beyond the obvious brick-and-mortar projects, a future-oriented
infrastructure plan is likely to benefit companies focused on:
• Connectivity and the digital economy
• Workforce modernization
• Education modernization
• Environmentally efficient and cost-effective means of
production, like robotics and factory automation

WHAT’S THE POTENTIAL PAYOFF?
It’s called infrastructure “investment” for a reason: A
Congressional Budget Office analysis found that every $1 of
federal transfer payments to state and local governments for
infrastructure spending brought an economic return of as much
as $2.20. 4
Separately, an Economic Policy Institute (EPI) analysis of fiscal
stimulus measures—ranging from potential tax cuts to different
categories of federal spending—found infrastructure outlays to
be among the most effective means of promoting economic
activity. Specifically, the authors argued that for every $1 in
additional federal infrastructure spending, there is a $1.57 oneyear change in GDP. 5
The same EPI work contained a meta-analysis of 33 academic
studies measuring the returns to federal infrastructure
investment. Its research found that the median return on
investment across these studies was nearly 13%.

INFRASTRUCTURE ENABLES GROWTH
Where the Purchasing Managers' Index Goes, the Economy Follows

In addition to the near-term benefit of
injecting life into a pandemic-disrupted
economy, infrastructure investment
offers the opportunity to drive
productivity for the entire economy.

Bottom line: We think there's a
compelling case for infrastructure
spending—to address existing shortfalls
and lay the groundwork for a futureoriented economy.
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That’s important because there’s a close
relationship between broad government
and corporate outlays—as captured by
the Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)—
and economic growth. The PMI is an
indicator of the manufacturing sector’s
economic health, based on monthly
surveys.
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